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Abstract. We present the PaRV tool for runtime detection of and recovery from data races in multi-threaded C and C++ programs. PaRV
uses transactional memory technology for parallelizing runtime verification and for buffering write accesses during race checking. Application
threads are slowed down only due to instrumentation, but not due to
the computation performed by runtime verification algorithms since the
latter are run concurrently on different threads. Buffering writes allows
us to recover from races and to safeguard against later ones.
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Introduction

We present PaRV, a tool for runtime detection of and recovery from data races
in multi-threaded C and C++ programs. We use components from transactional
memory (TM) implementations in order to parallelize runtime verification and
to buffer write accesses until they are determined to be free of races.
Concurrently with each application thread, a sibling thread in the style of
[5] performs race detection using the Fasttrack algorithm[4]. This approach to
parallelized runtime verification minimizes application slowdown. The application thread only experiences slowdown due to instrumentation. Once the sibling
thread determines that the accesses within a block are free of races, the accesses
in the buffer are committed to memory. If a race is detected, the block is rolled
back, and extra synchronization is performed on variables experiencing races,
which allows the execution to continue without race conditions. In its current
form, our approach allows race-free execution of application binaries at a modest overhead even for legacy applications. With the availability of TM hardware
in upcoming microprocessors and with a large number of cores expected to be
available on processor chips, we expect our approach to have further reduced
performance overhead and wide applicability for legacy applications.
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Transactional Memory and Runtime Verification

Runtime verification slows down applications. For instance, race detection slows
down C/C++ programs by 100 times or more. High overheads make postdeployment use of such runtime monitoring techniques infeasible. Even during

pre-deployment testing and runtime verification, such high overheads make it
unlikely that runtime verification techniques will be used continuously during
all runs.
Transactional memory implementations contain highly optimized mechanisms
for logging and buffering events, and, in the case of parallelized implementations
of transactions, for efficient inter-thread communication between threads working on the same transaction. Hardware vendors have started providing hardware
support for transactional memory, which will make approaches using TM more
efficient in the near future.
A related approach is that of log-based architectures (e.g., [3], [6] ) which provide on-chip hardware resources for reducing the runtime overhead that comes
from monitoring executions. Differently from log-based approaches, our tool does
not need any additional hardware support but can benefit from it. Differently
from how [6] makes use of hardware TM, we do not make use of conflict detection and version number management – parts of a TM implementation that incur
significant computational overhead. We use the high-performance FastTrack algorithm instead.
One important way our approach will benefit from hardware support for
TM announced or provided by processor vendors is by obviating the need for
software-based synchronization to protect race checking metadata, such as vector
clocks. With compiler support available for TM hardware, our approach will
immediately enjoy the benefit of improved performance due to TM hardware.
STM2 [5] is a novel, multi-threaded STM design, where each application
thread has a dedicated auxiliary (“sibling”) thread performing STM operations
such as validation of read-sets, bookkeeping and conflict detection. The communication between application and auxiliary thread is provided by a communication channel and atomic status variables. The communication channel is implemented with a single-producer/single-consumer, circular, lock-free queue where
the application thread (producer) posts read and write messages that the auxiliary thread (consumer) retrieves and processes them. We use STM2 ’s queue to
communicate read, write and synchronization operations from the application
thread to the sibling thread carrying out race detection. We also use STM2 ’s
write buffering and transaction commit mechanisms to delay writing to memory
of writes until they are shown to be bug-free. Specifics of these are explained in
the next section.
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Tool Architecture and Implementation

Figure 1 shows position of PaRV relative to DynamoRIO-Dynamic instrumentation tool. The high level organization of the tool is as follows. Instructions
performed by each application thread are instrumented using the dynamic DynamoRIO binary instrumentation framework [2]. Between every application thread
and its corresponding sibling thread, there is a FIFO queue (figure 2) in the style
of the STM2 circular buffer that the application thread writes to and the sibling thread reads from. On the application thread, read and write accesses and
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synchronization operations are instrumented such that for each of these instructions executed, an event is placed on the FIFO queue. The sibling thread removes
events from the queue and is able to carry out race detection for the sequence
of instructions carried out by the application thread in this way.

Fig. 1. Architecture of PaRV.

The sequence of instructions performed by each thread are divided into nonoverlapping portions called consistency blocks using DynamoRIO binary instrumentation. Every synchronization event is in a consistency block by itself. The
sequence of instructions performed by an application thread between two synchronization events constitute a block otherwise. The application thread and
the sibling thread synchronize at consistency block boundaries. The application
thread buffers all write accesses it performs. For consistency blocks that do not
contain synchronization operations, when the sibling thread signals to the application thread that the processing of the block is complete, and detects no
concurrency errors, the application thread commits the writes in the buffer to
memory. For consistency blocks consisting of synchronization operations, the
application waits for the sibling thread to complete processing the consistency
block before it actually performs the synchronization operation. This is necessary
for the runtime verification carried out by the sibling threads to have the same
happens before relation as the execution produced by the application threads.
Before using DynamoRIO to realize the implementation we tried our approach
with PIN. However,with PIN we could not do some of the approaches discussed.
3.1

Runtime instrumentation with DynamoRIO

Using DynamoRIO, the write and read accesses and synchronization operations
performed by application threads are modified.
A write access (store instruction ins) is instrumented to implement the following steps. First, the address and the value to be written are extracted from
ins. Then, an entry is written into the write buffer of the application thread,
and an event corresponding to the write access is placed on the FIFO queue.
The write instruction is then skipped. This is necessary, since we only want to
commit to main memory writes determined to be free of concurrency errors. The
write buffer implementation is borrowed from STM2
addr = get_destination ( ins );
val = get_value ( ins );
write_to_buffer( addr, val);
enqueue_write_event( addr);
skip_instruction ( ins );
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Fig. 2. Application-auxiliary thread interaction

A read access (load instruction ins) is instrumented so that a variable that
was written to earlier by the current consistency block gets its value from the
write buffer. Other reads get their value from the main memory.
read_from_local_write_buffer_or_mem ( ins );
addr = get_memory_operand ( ins );
enqueue_read_event ( addr );
When a consistency block ends, the application thread waits for the sibling
thread to set an atomic signal to indicate completion of runtime verification for
the curent consistency block. At that time, the write buffer is committed to main
memory. Unlike the commit phase of an STM implementation, we do not need to
acquire locks for the variables in the write buffer, since we are not carrying out
conflict detection between consistency blocks in the sense of TMs. If no race has
been detected by the sibling thread, then write buffers can safely be written to
memory, since there are no concurrent racy writes. This is a significant factor in
reducing the instrumentation overhead below what an STM would experience.
Before every synchronization operation, we end the ongoing consistency block
if there is one, and then start a new one. We put on the FIFO queue an event
representing the synchronization operation. When the sibling thread is done
processing this event and notifies the application thread by setting an atomic
variable, the application thread continues, performs the synchronization operation, and starts the new consistency block.
3.2

Detecting and Recovering from Races

Each sibling thread applies to the stream of events it receives from the event
FIFO queue the FastTrack race detection algorithm [4]. FastTrack is an efficient, precise race detection algorithm. The algorithm is described by providing
the updates and checks performed by each thread for each memory access or
synchronization operation. In our tool, differently from the original FastTrack,
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the application thread only records the events in the FIFO queue. The race detection computation is performed on the sibling thread for each event as it is
removed from the FIFO queue. We implemented FastTrack in C based on the
original implementation. The shared variables (e.g. vector clocks and epochs)
used by FastTrack are protected by mutual exclusion locks. The sibling thread
notifies the application thread of races or race-free completion of consistency
blocks by setting atomic variables.
By buffering write accesses until the end of a consistency block, we are able
to prevent racy writes from being written to memory, and racy reads from affecting later code. At the end of a consistency block, if the sibling thread signals
a detected race condition, the consistency block is aborted (the write buffer discarded) and retried. The sibling thread notifies the application thread of the set
of variables that experienced a race condition during the last execution of the
consistency block. The application thread, when retrying the block, wraps each
access to a racy variable x by an acquire and release of the lock that protects
VCx , the vector clock of x. Since the last access by another consistency block
to x was followed by the sibling thread’s access to VCx , this ensures a happensbefore relationship between the accesses and prevents a race condition. After a
race is detected on x, all later accesses to x by application threads are protected
by VCx . By doing this for only variables that experience a race, we keep the
performance overhead of our approach low.
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Related Work

PaRV builds on research in the areas of transactional memory and dynamic race
detection. It also bears similarities to approaches in the architecture literature
for instrumenting and logging program executions, parallelizing dynamic monitoring, containing and recovering from errors encountered. In the following, we
contrast PaRV with these approaches.
ParaLog [8] extends work on log-based architectures [3] provide hardware
support for instrumenting, logging and monitoring executions of multithreaded
programs. Techniques in ParaLog not only reduce the application slowdown due
to instrumentation and logging, but also allow, similarly to PaRV, parallelized
monitoring algorithms to be run on separate resources from the application, thus
further reducing slowdown. ParaLog involves significant changes to processor and
memory architecture. It accomplishes efficient tracking of ordering of events from
different threads by monitoring cache coherence traffic. PaRV works on currently
available, stock microprocessors, but If a platform provides LBA support, PaRV
would incur much less slowdown as well.
Race-detection depends critically on, and almost entirely consists of tracking
inter-thread dependencies precisely, and the multiple threads in the monitor
accessing the per-address and per-thread metadata atomically. The hardware
support in ParaLog directly targets efficient implementations of these operations.
Taking an alternative approach, PaRV aims to reduce race-detection slowdown as
much as possible in the absence of hardware support for monitoring. Differently
5

from ParaLog, PaRV uses TM technology to prevent races, and explicitly inserts
extra synchronization into the program for avoiding later races.
The authors in [1] present the KUDA tool, which, similarly to PaRV, separates race detection from application execution threads using kernel threads
in the GPU as helper threads. Differently from KUDA, PaRV synchronizes the
application and helper threads so that race detection does not lag behind. This
is essential for prevention of and recovery from races, two more features that
distinguish PaRV from KUDA. KUDA also parallelizes race detection further
than one helper thread per application thread in order to make use of the high
degree of parallelism provided by the hundreds of cores on a GPU.
Veeraraghavan, et al in [7] present the Frost tool that addresses detection
and prevention of data races by running multiple replicas of an application using complementary schedules. Races are detected by comparing states reached
by different replicas, instead of processing event sequences. While providing significant reduction in slowdown, this approach suffers from two key weaknesses.
First, for an application with faulty synchronization, it is quite possible that no
schedule leads to race free execution. PaRV addresses this problem by adding
synchronization to the program as needed. Second, race detection in Frost is
imprecise. PaRV uses the FastTrack algorithm for precise detection of races.
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